Evolution
Genesis
Sun before earth
Earth before sun 
Dry land before sea
Sea before dry land
Atmosphere before sea
Sea before atmosphere
Sun before light on earth
Light on earth before sun
Stars before earth
Earth before stars
Earth at same time as planets
Earth before other planets
Sea creatures before land plants
Land plants before sea creatures
Earthworms before starfish
Starfish before earthworms
Land animals before trees
Trees before land animals
Death before man
Man before death
Thorns and thistles before man
Man before thorns and thistles
TB pathogens & cancer before man (dinosaurs had TB and cancer)
Man before TB pathogens and cancer
Reptiles before birds
Birds before reptiles
Land mammals before whales
Whales before land animals
Simple plants before fruit trees
Fruit trees before other plants*
Insects before mammals
Mammals (cattle) before “creeping things”*
Land mammals before bats
Bats before land animals
Dinosaurs before birds
Birds before dinosaurs
Insects before flowering plants
Flowering plants before insects
Sun before plants
Plants before sun 
Dinosaurs before dolphins
Dolphins before dinosaurs
Land reptiles before pterosaurs
Pterosaurs before land reptiles
Land insects before flying insects
Flying insects before land insects



* The order mentioned in Scripture suggests a slight difference in the timing of their appearance; as if to say they were created on the same day, possibly moments or hours apart. 
We need to be aware of one more important point of contradiction. The Bible says that the earth was completely covered with water twice in its history—the first two days of creation (before dry land first appeared) and then about 1,600 years later during Noah’s Flood.


But evolution says that there has never been a global ocean on this planet. Evolution says that the earth was originally a hot, molten lava ball which over millions of years cooled to develop a hard crust and an atmosphere. Eventually the earth developed an irregular topography (hills and valleys) and rainfall gradually filled in some of the low spots to form localized seas.
You cannot harmonize the Bible with millions of years, no matter where you try to wedge in the time into Genesis—unless you rearrange the text by moving verses and phrases around to radically change the order of events in Genesis 1. But that is not the way to treat the Bible. That is not Bible interpretation—rather it is Bible mutilation, to make it say what “evolutionized” Christians want it to say.
The Bible clearly teaches a literal six-day creation a few thousand years ago and a global catastrophic Flood at the time of Noah. The Bible firmly resists any attempts to marry it with evolution and millions of years. Rather than playing fast and loose with the sacred text, we ought to heed the words of Isaiah 66:2, where God says:
For My hand made all these things, thus all these things came into being,” declares the LORD. “But to this one I will look, to him who is humble and contrite of spirit, and who trembles at My word.


